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A former insider at the World Bank, ex-Senior Counsel Karen Hudes, says the global 
financial system is dominated by a small group of corrupt, power-hungry figures 
centered around the privately owned U.S. Federal Reserve. The network has seized 
control of the media to cover up its crimes, too, she explained. In an interview with 
The New American, Hudes said that when she tried to blow the whistle on multiple 
problems at the World Bank, she was fired for her efforts. Now, along with a 
network of fellow whistleblowers, Hudes is determined to expose and end the 
corruption. And she is confident of success.  
 
Citing an explosive 2011 Swiss study published in the PLOS ONE journal on the 
“network of global corporate control,” Hudes pointed out that a small group of 
entities — mostly financial institutions and especially central banks — exert a 
massive amount of influence over the international economy from behind the scenes. 
“What is really going on is that the world’s resources are being dominated by this 
group,” she explained, adding that the “corrupt power grabbers” have managed to 
dominate the media as well. “They’re being allowed to do it.” 
 
According to the peer-reviewed paper, which presented the first global investigation 
of ownership architecture in the international economy, transnational corporations 
form a “giant bow-tie structure.” A large portion of control, meanwhile, “flows to a 
small tightly-knit core of financial institutions.” The researchers described the core as 
an “economic ‘super-entity’” that raises important issues for policymakers and 
researchers. Of course, the implications are enormous for citizens as well. 
 
Hudes, an attorney who spent some two decades working in the World Bank’s legal 
department, has observed the machinations of the network up close. “I realized we 
were now dealing with something known as state capture, which is where the 
institutions of government are co-opted by the group that’s corrupt,” she told The 
New American in a phone interview. “The pillars of the U.S. government — some of 
them — are dysfunctional because of state capture; this is a big story, this is a big 
cover up.” 
 
At the heart of the network, Hudes said, are 147 financial institutions and central 
banks — especially the Federal Reserve, which was created by Congress but is 
owned by essentially a cartel of private banks. “This is a story about how the 
international financial system was secretly gamed, mostly by central banks — 
they’re the ones we are talking about,” she explained. “The central bankers have 
been gaming the system. I would say that this is a power grab.” 
 
The Fed in particular is at the very center of the network and the coverup, Hudes 
continued, citing a policy and oversight body that includes top government and Fed 



officials. Central bankers have also been manipulating gold prices, she added, 
echoing widespread concerns that The New American has documented extensively. 
Indeed, even the inaccurate World Bank financial statements that Hudes has been 
trying to expose are linked to the U.S. central bank, she said.  
 
“The group that we’re talking about from the Zurich study — that’s the Federal 
Reserve; it has some other pieces to it, but that’s the Federal Reserve,” Hudes 
explained. “So the Federal Reserve secretly dominated the world economy using 
secret, interlocking corporate directorates, and terrorizing anybody who managed to 
figure out that they were having any kind of role, and putting people in very 
important positions so that they could get a free pass.” 
 
The shadowy but immensely powerful Bank for International Settlements serves as 
“the club of these private central bankers,” Hudes continued. “Now, are people 
going to want interest on their country’s debts to continue to be paid to that group 
when they find out the secret tricks that that group has been doing? Don’t forget 
how they’ve enriched themselves extraordinarily and how they’ve taken taxpayer 
money for the bailout.” 
 
As far as intervening in the gold price, Hudes said it was an effort by the powerful 
network and its central banks to “hold onto its paper currency” — a suspicion 
shared by many analysts and even senior government officials. The World Bank 
whistleblower also said that contrary to official claims, she did not believe there was 
any gold being held in Fort Knox. Even congressmen and foreign governments have 
tried to find out if the precious metals were still there, but they met with little 
success. Hudes, however, believes the scam will eventually come undone. 
 
“This is like crooks trying to figure out where they can go hide. It’s a mafia,” she 
said. “These culprits that have grabbed all this economic power have succeeded in 
infiltrating both sides of the issue, so you will find people who are supposedly 
trying to fight corruption who are just there to spread disinformation and as a 
placeholder to trip up anybody who manages to get their act together.… Those thugs 
think that if they can keep the world ignorant, they can bleed it longer.” 
 
Of course, the major corruption at the highest levels of government and business is 
not a new phenomenon. Georgetown University historian and Professor Carroll 
Quigley, who served as President Bill Clinton’s mentor, for example, wrote about the 
scheme in his 1966 book Tragedy And Hope: A History Of The World In Our Time. 
The heavyweight academic, who was allowed to review documents belonging to the 
top echelons of the global establishment, even explained how the corrupt system 
would work — remarkably similar to what Hudes describes. 
 
"The powers of financial capitalism had a far-reaching aim, nothing less than to 
create a world system of financial control in private hands able to dominate the 
political system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole,” wrote 
Prof. Quigley, who agreed with the goals but not the secrecy. “This system was to be 



controlled in a feudalist fashion by the central banks of the world acting in concert 
by secret agreements arrived at in frequent private meetings and conferences. The 
apex of the system was to be the Bank for International Settlements in Basel, 
Switzerland, a private bank owned and controlled by the world's central banks 
which were themselves private corporations." 
 
But it is not going to happen, Hudes said — at least not if she has something do to 
with it. While the media are dominated by the “power grabber” network, Hudes has 
been working with foreign governments, reporters, U.S. officials, state governments, 
and a broad coalition of fellow whistleblowers to blow the entire scam wide open. 
There has been quite a bit of interest, too, particularly among foreign governments 
and state officials in the United States. 
 
Citing the wisdom of America’s Founding Fathers in creating a federal system of 
government with multiple layers of checks and balances, Hudes said she was 
confident that the network would eventually be exposed and subjected to the rule of 
law, stopping the secret corruption. If and when that happens — even if it may be 
disorderly — Hudes says precious metals will once again play a role in imposing 
discipline on the monetary system. The rule of law would also be restored, she said, 
and the public will demand a proper press to stay informed. 
 
“We’re going to have a cleaned-up financial system, that’s where it is going, but in 
the meantime, people who didn’t know how the system was gamed are going to find 
out,” she said. “We’re going to have a different kind of international financial 
system.... It’ll be a new kind of world where people know what’s going on — no 
more backroom deals; that’s not going to keep happening. We’re going to have a 
different kind of media if people don’t want to be dominated and controlled, which I 
don’t think they do.” 
 
While Hudes sounded upbeat, she recognizes that the world is facing serious danger 
right now — there are even plans in place to impose martial law in the United States, 
she said. The next steps will be critical for humanity. As such, Hudes argues, it is 
crucial that the people of the world find out about the lawlessness, corruption, and 
thievery that are going on at the highest levels — and put a stop to it once and for 
all. The consequences of inaction would be disastrous.       
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The Federal Reserve Swindle 
 

The United States - a country that is made of debt and that will be destroyed by it. 
You thought the United States has been an independent country since 1776? 
Wrong! 
It may once have been independent, but since 1913 it has in reality been shackled to 
the Federal Reserve System, established on Christmas Eve of that year when most 
senators and congressmen had left for home for the Christmas holiday (see below). 
But at least the Federal Reserve is owned by the US Government, right? 
Wrong! 
The Federal Reserve is owned by a coterie of private bankers - and they aren't even 
American! 
Here is a list of the ten primary stockholders in the Federal Reserve System: 
Rothschilds of London  
Rothschilds of Berlin  
Lazard Brothers of Paris  
Israel Seiff, who resides in Italy  
Kuhn, Loeb and Company of Germany (their US branch financed Lenin and Trotsky 
in their seizure of power for the Bolsheviks in Russia in 1917)  
Warburgs of Amsterdam  
Warburgs of Hamburg  
Lehman Brothers of New York (now they've gone bankrupt their shares will 
probably be taken up by Goldman Sachs or the Rockefellers - see below)  
Goldman Sachs of New York  
Rockefellers of New York 
It's time for Americans to wake up and take back their money from these interlopers! 
 
The following is taken from a web site devoted to exposing the fraudulent nature of 
the American banking system. A link will be placed to it as soon as possible. My 
own comments are in [square brackets] and the figures have been suitable updated. 
 
In the spring of 2008, the US National Debt was officially $9 trillion. In reality it was 
probably over $30 trillion, and you can add at least another couple of trillion to bring 
us up to October 2008 (bailing out several bankrupt banks is costly). A trillion is a 
thousand billion. A billion minutes ago takes us back to about 105 AD. A billion 
hours ago our ancestors were living in the Stone Age [112,148 BC]. A billion dollars 
ago was only 8 hours and 20 minutes at the rate the US government is spending it 
[and that's before the September/October 2008 Wall Street bailouts]. George W Bush 
has increased the US National Debt by 46% in 5 years [March 2006] and spent more 



than all previous US administrations up to 1980. The US owes more than it is 
possible to ever pay through taxes. No-one can comprehend the amount.  
 
The wealth gap that has opened up like a yawning chasm between rich and poor in 
America originated with the class-based policies of the Fed. The massive equity 
bubbles which arose from artificially low interest rates and the deliberate destruction 
of the dollar by reckless increases in the money supply have shifted trillions of 
dollars from working class Americans to the predatory aristocrats at the top of the 
economic food chain. The gulf between rich and poor has grown so wide that it now 
poses a direct threat to our increasingly fragile democracy. That’s why Thomas 
Jefferson said:  
 
If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of our currency, 
first by inflation, then by deflation, the banks and the corporations that will grow up 
will deprive the people of all property until their children wake up homeless on the 
continent their fathers conquered. The issuing of money should be taken from the 
banks and restored to the people, to whom it properly belongs.  
 
Free people cannot control their own destiny unless they control their own currency. 
The Federal Reserve must be abolished. "Central banks can issue currency [i.e., 
create money out of nothing], a non-interest-bearing claim on the government, 
effectively without limit. They can discount loans and other assets of banks or other 
private depository institutions, thereby converting potentially illiquid private assets 
into riskless claims on the government in the form of deposits at the central bank.  
 
[When he speaks of "discounting loans," he is talking about loans that may be in 
default, e.g., the borrower may be broke and the loan may be worthless. In this case, 
the Fed may purchase the loan for less than its face value, i.e., "discount" it, and pay 
for it, again, with money that the Fed creates. Further, the Fed may create money, in 
Mr. Greenspan's words, "without limit." The "other assets" may be anything, e.g., 
real estate that a bank has purchased].  
 
That all of these claims on government are readily accepted reflects the fact that a 
government cannot become insolvent with respect to obligations in its own currency. 
A fiat money system, like the ones we have today, can produce such claims [dollars] 
without limit. [i.e., create an unlimited amount of money out of nothing. It is 
significant that Mr. Greenspan repeats over and over that the Fed may create money 
without limit.] To be sure, if a central bank produces too many [i.e., if it creates too 
much money], inflation will inexorably rise as will interest rates, and economic 
activity will inevitably be constrained by the misallocation of resources induced by 
inflation. If it produces too few, the economy's expansion also will presumably be 
constrained by a shortage of the necessary lubricant for transactions. Authorities 
must struggle continuously to find the proper balance."  
 
Extract from a speech given by Alan Greenspan, former Chairman of the Federal 
Reserve, at the Catholic University, Leuven, Belgium. January 14th 1997, with 



comments by Larry Parks, http://www.gold-
eagle.com/gold_digest/milhouse831.html  
  
The Federal Reserve System was actually established by deception (now, what a 
surprise!). A bill was sneaked through Congress on Christmas Eve, 1913, when most 
congressmen were already home for the seasonal holiday and therefore unable to 
oppose it. The whole conspiracy was orchestrated by a corrupt congressman called 
Nelson Aldrich, who was in the pocket of the bankers, being a son in law of one of 
the Rothschild dynasty's most powerful members. As this web site grows, a page 
will be added giving full details of how this was done. Watch out for this - it's sheer 
dynamite!  
www.ancientbankingsecret.com 
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